
Packages
How can you fight the nameless, faceless force of anonymous 
reviews? CGI Communications has developed ReviewTube, an 
innovative reputation management strategy that utilizes our 
expertise in video. Imagine your loyal employees and satisfied 
customers on video, sharing real stories about your brand. 
You can’t fake real! The following provides an overview of our 
packages. Every business is unique, so give us a call when 
you’re ready to get started!



Your Dedicated Specialist

Your ReviewTube Specialist works with you from the planning stages of 
your process until your testimonials are live in your ReviewTube Video 
Gallery.

Reputations 
by ReviewTube

Onsite Videography

Our team travels to your location for a professional video session. 
Videos include clients, employees, residents, business owners, and 
anyone you choose to provide on-camera reviews that focus on your 
business. Package includes up to 10 interviews per two-hour session. 
**Extra hours may be arranged through your ReviewTube Specialist for 
an additional fee

Professional Videos

Videographers encourage multiple takes to ensure great footage! 
ReviewTube professionals edit the clips so that each testimonial reflects 
the best aspects of your business. CGI’s unparalleled authority backlink 
network presents SEO benefits for your new video review gallery.

Review Roundup

Included in your package is a Review Roundup piece narrated by a 
professional broadcast journalist in the ReviewTube Studio in Rochester, 
NY.

Video reviews of satisfied customers work to your advantage 
both in SEO and in promoting your positive reputation. 
ReviewTube provides everything you need to capture and 
utilize real reviews and reactions from authentic sources.

Silver Package: 2 Hour Shoot | Up to 10 Video Reviews
Gold Package: 4 Hour Shoot | Up to 15 Video Reviews | Includes Video A.I.



Your Dedicated Insights Specialist

Your Insights Specialist works with you from the planning stages 
of your package until your employee interviews are live in your 
ReviewTube Video Gallery.

Insights 
by ReviewTube

Onsite Videography

Our team travels to your location for a professional video session. 
Our scriptwriting team generates relevant, industry-related, and 
company-specific questions to prompt insightful responses from 
your employees. Your package includes one to three days filming 
your videos.

Professional Videos

Videographers encourage multiple takes to ensure great footage! 
ReviewTube professionals edit the clips so that each testimonial 
clearly provides valuable information for job seekers. Discuss 
package options with your Insights Specialist.

Review Roundup

ReviewTube’s patented artificial intelligence video technology 
allows users to search specific questions and keywords. Users can 
query through text or talk and find clips that provide the answers 
they seek.

Our Insights package is designed to capture the story of your 
business directly from your employees and deliver it to those 
seeking work at your company.

Silver Package: 1 Day Shoot | Up to 25 Video Reviews  | Includes Video A.I.
Gold Package: 2 Day Shoot | Up to 50 Video Reviews | Includes Video A.I.



Compare Packages

1-585-645-0452 
The success of your company is dependent upon 
your reputation. Don’t leave it in the hands of 
anonymous online text reviews. Provide potential 
customers and employees with reliable, real video 
reviews of your satisfied clients and engaged 
employees. ReviewTube is changing the world of 
online reputation management. Join us today.
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